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AGE, DISABILITY AND IMPAIRED DECISION-MAKING 
It is believed that among the almost 480,000 people over the age of 65 who self-identify as either 
partly or solely American Indian or Alaska Native (AI/AN), 50% have a disability. Another 200,000 
under age 65 are living with a long-term disability or health condition which qualifies them for 
Medicare. (1)  
 
There are many types of disabilities. Some are visible and some are not. Some people are born 
with a disability and some acquire them through an accident, illness, chronic disease, or the  
natural aging process. Physical or other cognitive impairments like dementia and Alzheimer’s  
disease can limit mobility and can also affect our ability to make good decisions.  
 
Many disabilities can worsen as we age. Currently, about half the population between ages  
80 and 89 have a medical diagnosis of substantial cognitive impairment. As life expectancy  
continues to rise, more and more Elders with disabilities will be dependent on others for help 
managing their finances. (2) 
 
When a loved one loses the ability to reason, their retirement and financial plans can be put in 
jeopardy. Research tells us that with Alzheimer’s disease, the judgment needed for financial  
decisions is impaired even at the beginning of the disease, though you might not see it. (3) 
 
DISABILITY AND ELDER FINANCIAL ABUSE  
Elders with cognitive impairment (trouble remembering and learning new things) and disabilities 
that require help with activities of daily living (routine activities that people tend do every day 
without assistance: eating, bathing, dressing, toileting, walking, and continence), are more  
vulnerable to financial abuse.  Financial exploitation - the misuse or withholding of an older 
adult’s funds, property or assets by another – is a problem that costs Elders $2.9 billion a year and 
it is growing. Instances of Elder financial abuse are vastly underreported, with only 1 in 44 cases  
ever reported. Studies with small sample sizes do not adequately present the extent of the  
problem in Indian Country. (4) (5) (6) 
 
Situations of financial exploitation commonly involve trusted persons in the life of the vulnerable 
Elder, such as: caretakers, family, friends, medical providers, or bankers. Elders have the right  
not to be abused, threatened or intimidated. If you think someone close to you is trying to take 
control of your (or your loved ones) finances, you should in most cases, contact your local Adult 
Protective Services office, generally a part of your county or state department of social services. 
You can find contact information at www.eldercare.gov, a public service provided by the U.S.  
Administration on Aging, or by calling 1-800-677-1116. For life threatening emergencies, contact 
your local police department.  
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PROTECTING YOURSELF AND LOVED ONES 
You do not have to wait until a financial disaster happens or all the money in the bank disappears 
before taking action. There are steps you can take now to protect yourself or your disabled loved 
one from financial loss or exploitation.   

 Make plans to allow others, whom you trust, to handle financial matters, if it becomes       
necessary due to failing health or other reasons. Before a decision is made, look into the 
many reliable resources available to learn how to make a plan that honors you or your loved 
ones wishes. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) offers materials that directly 
address the subject of managing someone else’s money and financial security for people 
with disabilities. Visit http://www.consumerfinance.gov/ for more information. 

 If you or a loved one might have a condition that may eventually impair financial decision-
making ability, consult your primary care doctor who can refer you to a trained professional.  

 In the meantime, get control over financial information by: 
 Shredding receipts, bank statements and unused credit card offers before throwing 

them away. 
 Locking up your checkbook, account statements and other sensitive information 

when others will be in your home. 
 Never giving personal information like your Social Security number or account    

numbers to anyone over the phone unless you initiate the call.  
 Keeping a paper trail by paying with checks and credit cards instead of cash. 

 
When it comes to financial caregiving, planning ahead and taking positive steps towards managing 
money can provide peace of mind and economic wellbeing for you and your loved ones. 
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